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What is ShellCalc© Pro
On many occasions it is useful to predict the path of an aerial shell or Roman candle effects (comets)
given certain initial conditions. In response to this need, the authors developed a Microsoft® Excelbased predictor, ShellCalc©, which is easy to use, and provides graphical outputs which may be
readily understood by the lay person and be included in reports and presentations.
ShellCalc© may be used to assist:






fireworks operators to plan a display, especially where a risk or hazard assessment is
required;
fireworks regulators to develop safe distances and establish risk regimes for fireworks
displays;
enforcement and investigative agencies to predict possible outcomes of “near misses”, or to
confirm actual incident data, particularly for presentation in court or in investigation reports;
firework testers to establish a safe template for test firings; and
firework manufacturers to establish safe distances for their products and predict the effect
of variable fuse delay times on burst height.

The following is a screenshot of the current version (7.50)

Since the original paper was published ShellCalc© has undergone many changes.
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Copyright issues
A licence to use ShellCalc© Pro does not entitle you to copy, modify or attempt to reverse engineer
any code, nor to distribute copies of the program and/or licence file to third parties. Any attempt to
do so will lead to action being taken in the UK Courts.

ShellCalc© development
In the 10+ years since ShellCalc© was originally developed by John Harradine, and the eight years
since the original publication appeared in the Journal of Pyrotechnics there have been many
developments both in the program itself, and in its application.
The number or input parameters has been extended and includes:



Measured shell burst height and diameter
The ability to fire from above (eg on a structure) or below (eg in a river valley) ground level
The ability to fire at a greater range or angles including below horizontal (for firing comets
off structures)

The program now displays a variety of information including





“Blind” shell distance
Shell burst diameter
“Normal” fallout distances for expected debris
“Long burn” fallout distances for long burning effects

The ShellCalc© program has been used by the author to develop risk models for a variety of high
profile events including Hong Kong New Year’ Eve, the Plymouth Firework Competition, London New
Year’s Eve and the London Olympics 2012.
The latest version of ShellCalc© and includes many enhancements including:










Multiple entries, reformatted screens
Metric Imperial enabled (note all calculations in metric)
Multi-language options enabled
"Ovals" for debris as option to "arrows"
Modelling of gerbs and mines
Allow different wind speed entries
Google Translate of text in various languages
Allow x/y/z positioning of firing point
Permit display options to be the same as #1
Debris modelling from burst or from launch position

As a consequence of these changes ShellCalc© is now used for modelling both outdoor fireworks
(Shells, Comets, Bombettes, Mines and Gerbs) and indoor effects (Comets, Mines and Gerbs). The
range of calibres that can be modelled has been extended and new trajectory modelling techniques
devised for Mines and Gerbs where the “Effect Width” is as important as the “Effect Height” in
determining “Safety” distances to the audience, performers and structures.
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Old ShellCalc© screenshots
Version 2 – original version
No shell diameters etc
Use of macros for printing etc (removed in
the current version to give greater
compatibility)

Version 3 – first version made publicly
available
Shell burst diameters – note that these may
not be circular in ground or trajectory plots
– this is merely a function of Excel
automatically scaling axes and is not
detrimental to the use of the program.
When copy/pasted into PowerPoint or
reports the axes may be rescaled

Version 5 – Current free version
Fallout indications
Reformatted
Shell tumbling/barrelling effects
Ground level shown
Ability to fire from above or below ground
level
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Version 6 – ShellCalc© Pro
Allowed simultaneous modelling of 3 effects
Added mines and fountains
Added various effects for mines and
fountains

ShellCalc© Requirements
ShellCalc© is a complex spreadsheet developed in Microsoft Excel©. The development has been in
Windows using Excel 2013 but we have been careful to ensure compatibility with




Previous versions of Excel after and including Excel 2007
Excel on Macintosh
Excel on iPad and other tablets

It is also possible to have basic numeric functionality on a variety of non-Excel spreadsheet programs
(eg Open Office).
To this end the recent developments of the program have NOT included




Excel macros
Programmatic changing of parameters or text (in, for instance, graphs)
Windows specific procedure calls

A simple web-based system has also been developed – see http://www.shellcalc.co.uk for more
details.
A mobile version is also in development and will be available to licence holders in due course
depending on demand.
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Differences between ShellCalc© Standard and ShellCalc© Pro
There are now two versions of ShellCalc© available - the following table highlights the differences
between ShellCalc© Standard and ShellCalc© Pro (version 7.5)
Feature
Number of simultaneous trajectory plots
Shells
Comets
Bombettes
Mines (3 trajectories per mine)
Gerbs (3 trajectories per gerb)

ShellCalc© Standard
Modelling features
One







ShellCalc© Pro
Five** (fifteen for Mines/Gerbs)







Modelling options
Firing angle
Firing position (x/y/z co-ordinates)
Tumbling/Mortar drift
Launch elevation
Launch height
Wind speed
Relative wind direction

















Type specific features
Change muzzle velocity (shells/comets)
Change burst height (shells)
Change Mass (Shells)
Change burn time (Shells)
Effect spread (Mines/Gerbs)
Effect burn speed (Mines/Gerbs)















Output features
Numerical output
Trajectory plot (x/z)
Ground plot (x/y)
Copy/Paste for superimposing on images etc











Display Features
Incorporation of maps within ShellCalc©
Ability to show/hide graphical features
Wind Direction
Ground level
Trajectories
Shell burst position
Shell burst diameter
“Normal” fallout arrows
“Long Duration” fallout arrows
“Normal” fallout ovals
“Long Duration” fallout ovals

























Other options
Multi Lingual (Spanish/Italian/French/German)
Change entry/display units
Change wind speed units
Upgrades
Support options




Pricing and Support Options
None
Web forum only




Free as long as licence is
maintained
Web forum and by email

If the licence is not valid ShellCalc© Pro will revert to effectively have the same features as
ShellCalc© Standard.
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Using ShellCalc© Pro
The following sections describe the practical use of ShellCalc© Pro and illustrate some of the
potential pit-falls of using this extensive program.

Types of modelling
It is important to realise that ShellCalc© models in 3 dimensions but displays the calculated
trajectories and fall-out in two separate 2 dimensional plots..
In the diagram (left) the trajectories of the
shell (blue) normal fallout (red) and long
burn fallout (yellow ) are shown
schematically
The Trajectory diagram (x/y) is in effect a
projected view as seen from the x/z axes
and the Ground plot is a view from above
looking down on the x/y plane
Because of these projections it may be that
the distance from the origin to the, say,
extreme of the Long burn distance is
greater than can be seen from the x-axis of
the Trajectory plot.

Modelling basics
ShellCalc© predicts and plots the trajectories of Shells, Comets and other projectiles using the
following approach.
The equations for range and height are:

where: m =
x=
ρ=
V=
d=
CD =
g=
y=
z=

mass of projectile [kg]
downrange distance [m]
density of air [kg m–3]
velocity of projectile [m s–1]
effective diameter of projectile [m]
drag coefficient of projectile [–]
acceleration due to gravity [m s–2]
cross range distance [m]
height [m]
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These equations are numerically integrated to solve for x, y and z based on a time interval of 0.1 s
(this was found to give an acceptable level of accuracy without increasing the file size to an
unacceptable level).

Correction for Drag Coefficient
The drag coefficient (CD) of aerial shells is, at best, difficult to quantify. Such factors as roundness,
surface roughness, effective Reynolds number and rotation will vary markedly from shell to shell and
affect CD, in some cases markedly. Given that these vagaries exist, an approximate value of CD for
shell diameters of 2 in (50 mm) to 12 in (300 mm) was determined by applying a best-fit model to
Shimizu’s empirical work on aerial shells1 resulting in:
CD = -0.0921h D + 0.9283
where D = the effective presented diameter of projectile to airflow [mm]
Shimizu’s CD values are most likely on the low side; he used Japanese shells which were most likely
of better quality than those of Chinese manufacture, which represent the majority of shells used
worldwide today.
CD for comets is more difficult to predict, as a comet in flight is a deflagrating cylinder that is
inherently unstable. For simplicity’s sake, the CD of comets was taken to approximate that of an
aerial shell of similar diameter.
Full details of the modelling process used in ShellCalc© are available at
http://www.jpyro.com/wp/?p=23

In the background
This means “in the background” there is a lot of calculation going on! For ShellCalc© 6.10 there are
potentially 9 separate trajectories being modelled. The following shows part of one of the hidden
sheets where calculations on position, speed and direction are calculated for each projectile at 0.1
sec intervals.

1

T. Shimizu (translated by A. Schuman), Fireworks From a Physical Standpoint – Part III, Pyrotechnica
Publications, 1985.
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In addition there are a number of hidden sheets which provide the following functionality:





Calculations on burst diameter
Calculation on “normal” debris fallout
Calculations on “Long Burn” debris fallout
Plot options
Various lookup tables

Languages
ShellCalc© 6.10 introduces multilingual prompts and help. This is done through a very large lookup
table selecting text on the basis of the language/units chosen.
At present the languages available are:






English (Imperial)
English (Metric)
Spanish
French
German
Italian

There are very simple translations of the following:






Chinese (simplified)
Japanese
Dutch
Maltese
Russian
Portuguese

We would welcome input from users on some of the translations – Google Translate is wonderful,
but it has its limitations.
Other languages will be added on demand. The following is an illustration of the Spanish translation.
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ShellCalc© Preferences
There are 3 fundamental preferences that can be set:



Language and units
Windspeed units
Wind Style

Note, that whatever language is set and whatever windspeed units are chosen the internal
calculations are done using metric units (m) and windspeeds in m/s.
The wind style works as follows



Old – all calculations aligned along x-axis – rotation of effects ignored (NOTE – this is
maintained for compatibility with earlier ShellCalc versions)
New – all rotations and wind angles are aligned to compass direction (NOTE - this is the
default for version 7 onwards)

Licence Details
ShellCalc© Pro 7.50 and later versions rely on the user entering a licence code to unlock the full
features of the program for the duration of the licence.
Clicking on the Licence Tab allows you to enter this code, and will show the current licence status
and details of the ShellCalc© filename being used.
If you are having problems using ShellCalc© Pro please ensure you supply this filename in any
requests for assistance.
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Data Entry Screens
The following are the data entry screens.

Meteorological Preferences
This allows setting of various parameters – most of which will be rarely used. The “Height of
Launch” allows global changing of the launch position above ground level (eg for firing from
structures or in valleys). Launch heights of individual items may be adjusted in the next screen.
Wind strength is in units selected in the Preferences tab – but the program always calculates
trajectories using metric values.
The following table shows the relationship between different units as used by the ShellCalc©
program. This table is available on the “Conversions” tab within the program.

If the NEW style ShellCalc© angles are used (this is the default) then the wind direction is given as
the number of degrees from NORTH as shown in the table below.
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Intermediate wind angles are also allowed.
Note that this is the direction the wind is coming FROM – this is the conventional notation for
expressing wind directions.
If the OLD style ShellCalc© angles are used (see above) then the wind direction is expressed as a
relative wind direction and is given in respect of the x-axis. So



0° is a tail wind (left to right on the plot)
180° is a direct head wind (right to left on the plot)

Essential Input Parameters
For each item it is possible to set a number of parameters. After choosing the effect type and calibre
it is possible to





Change the individual launch position (useful for large firing fronts or multiple barge firing)
in the x, y or z direction
Change the firing angles (from vertical)
Allow all effects to be rotated in the x/y plane
Change the “Special Effect” of gerbs and mines – in essence this relates to burn time –
Normal, Fast or Ultrafast
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Change the “Effect Spread” – again especially relevant to mines and gerbs where the
“width” of the effect is critical
Change the tumbling/barrelling effect – few pyrotechnic devices fire exactly at the angle of
their mortar – in the case of shells where the shell itself can move through the air as it spins
this is important to be realistic. Tumbling effects are always added to the effective firing
angle so as to model “worst case” situations. We recommend you use the “Typical” value

Wind directions and Firing Rotations
Please note that ShellCalc© Pro now allows (and indeed encourages) the input of wind as angles
from NORTH (rather than relative angles) and thus the rotation of firing should also be expressed as
an angle relating to the compass. For instance if a mortar is angled towards the SOUTH then the
Firing Rotation should be entered as 180 degrees.

Optional Input Parameters
In addition there are a number of optional parameters which may be used to more accurately model
the particular devices you are using. If nothing is entered here the ShellCalc© will use default values
derived from actual testing of effects.
The optional parameters include:





Muzzle velocity (if Burst height is entered this parameter is ignored)
Fuse delay (to allow for shortened burn times – eg muzzle breaks or extended burn times Ground bursts)
Shell Mass – changing values affects the trajectory calculations
Standard Shell Burst height – for over or under lifted shells
Shell Burst Diameter – may be changed to suit specific devices

In most cases we recommend that you do not change any of these values – the default values have
been derived from tests and are necessarily rather pessimistic
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ShellCalc© Display Options
ShellCalc© pro allows selective display of all the elements on the graphical plot.

General options
The options are, hopefully, self explanatory.
We find that the following are most useful:











Wind arrow – No
Ground – No
Make all display options the same as #1 – Yes
Show firing position - Yes
Trajectory – Yes
Burst position – Yes
Burst Diameter – Yes
“Normal Fallout Arrows “ – Yes
“Long Burn Fallout Arrows” – Simple
“Normal” fallout ovals – Launch Based
“Long Burn” fallout ovals – Burst Based

Linking options
To make consistent display of options easier, it is also possible to select “Yes” for “Make all display
options the same as #1”. Selecting this means that only the desired options have to be selected in
the first column – irrespective of what remains in the 2nd and 3rd columns the display for each effect
will use the values in column 1.

Numerical output
ShellCalc© provides numerical output for a large number of calculated parameters.
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These values are useful for display designers and others to prepare simple tables of fallout for use
“on site” which reflect their own materials and firing systems where these differ from “Standard”
values as a result of, for instance:







Shells being specified with higher lifting charges
Short or long mortars or single-shot firing tubes
Mortars that are a tighter or looser fit
Use of very short mortars for bag mines
Use of very short mortars for aqua shells (note future versions of ShellCalc© Pro will include
aqua shell trajectory modelling)
Unusual firing angles
Unusual mortar construction
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Graphical output
ShellCalc© provides two simple graphical outputs.
Trajectory plot
This plot shows the burst diameters
and “normal” fallout from 3 shells
This plot is for the following
150mm shell fired vertically
100mm shell fired at 15°
100mm shell fired at 15° but offset by
100m
Force 4 – 45° wind angle
Note long burn arrows are not shown

Ground Track
This is for the same situation as above
with “Long Burn” debris circles

Trajectory (x/z)
The Trajectory (x/z) plots are useful for plotting onto images of structures both indoors and
outdoors. The main issue is one of accurate scaling.
The following illustrate the use of 2 firing positions to simulate firing from a stadium room
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Stadium firing positions

Simulated plot
30mm comets
2 sec flight time
130m apart
80° from vertical firing angle
Force 4 wind
180° wind angle

Ground plot (x/y)
Ground plots are particularly useful for determining “safety” distances for aerial firework displays.
Actually we dislike the term “Safety Distance” – it is better to determine a distance under a variety
of conditions where the risk to the audience, structures, bystanders and anyone else who may be
affected is reduced to an acceptably low lever and to provide contingency planning when the
meteorological conditions dictate that curtailment or cancellation of the display is necessary.
The factors from firing shells (or comets) are:




The “Normal” debris distances
“Long Burn” fallout – if there are areas where this lightweight debris would be of concern
(eg on sensitive sites or where the crown density is extremely high)
“Blind Shells” – where might a blind shell land
“Ground Bursts” – a blind shell falling to earth and igniting on impact

The frequency of the first two approaches unity – “what goes up will come down” – it is up to the
display company to factor these distances into their site and product specific risk assessment for the
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event under a variety of meteorological conditions. The consequence (hazard) from these two
events is relatively low – but the risk remains significant2.
The frequency of the last two is very much less that the first two – but the consequences (hazard) is
severe and hence the risk is significant.
Both types of risk should be considered.

Effect parameters
Te following describe some of the optional parameters available, especially for mines and gerbs.
Effect Spread
3 mines of the same calibre fired vertically
with different "Effect Spreads"
1.
2.
3.

Typical
Large
Extreme

Special effect
3 mines of the same calibre fired vertically
with different "Special Effects” – namely
speed of burning
1.
2.
3.

2

Normal
Quick Burn
Ultra Fast

See texts on semi-quantified Risk Assessment
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Superimposing ShellCalc©graphical output into Powerpoint©
ShellCalc© allows the old style copy/paste of ShellCalc© Pro graphs into graphics programs.
However, for most purposes the new feature which allows importing of images/maps into
ShellCalc© is to be preferred – see next section.
The following illustrates the pasting of ShellCalc© plots into an aerial photo in Powerpoint. We
prefer using Powerpoint over other graphics programs because it allows manipulation of the plot
once pasted in
We have used Google Earth, Google Maps and Bing Maps and now prefer the latter two, primarily
because they provide a fixed scale which makes it easier to align the ShellCalc© plot.

Superimposing images or maps into ShellCalc©
The latest version of ShellCalc© Pro allows images to be directly imported into the program. There
are many advantages to this:



Because of the new ShellCalc© Pro feature which aligns wind angles and firing rotations to
the compass no rotation of images is needed – all images should be imported “North Up”
Because the images are “live” within ShellCalc© Pro changes to input parameters are
immediately visible in the output plots
Using high resolution monitors (4K) and suitable computers allows the simultaneous
display of input and output screens on the same monitor

The process of importing images is as follows.
A suitable map or satellite image
is selected from an appropriate
programme (here Google Maps)
The inbuilt Windows “Snipper”
tool is particularly useful here
It is useful to include the scale on
the map to allow proper
alignment within ShellCalc© Pro
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The image is imported
(copy/paste) and scaled to align
with the grids in the ShellCalc©
Pro graphical output
NOTES
- ensure that the aspect ratio of
the image remains the same to
avoid distortion
Send the image “To the back” to
ensure the ShellCalc© Pro
graphical output remains visible
- the YELLOW box has been
coloured and moved to the right
while the image is placed
Move the Yellow coloured back
to mask unwanted parts of the
image

Right click and reset the box to
WHITE
NOTE
- that the 5 GREEN coloured
boxes may be moved within the
image for annotation purposes –
their text comes from the data
input screen
- The BLUE coloured box maybe
moved within the image for
annotation purposes – the text
comes from the data input
screen

Once complete then the “Snipping” tool may be used to grab the entire composite image for
incorporation into reports or presentations.
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Tips and Tricks
We have found the following illustrate various “tips and tricks” useful
Ground Burst
To ensure that a shell lands on the ground
set flight delay time to 99s

Muzzle burst
To see the effects of a muzzle burst set delay
time to 0

Firing off structures
To model firing off structures at various
angles, set, for instance the effects with the
same firing point and
50m high
Fired at:
30°, 45° and 90°
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Effect of no mortar barrelling or shell
tumbling
Under zero wind conditions the shell would
be modelled as falling back down the mortar
tube – this is obviously unrealistic

Typical tumbling
This plot illustrates the effect of “Typical”
tumbling on the trajectory of a shell

Our standard setup would be







Typical tumbling
Force 4 – a reasonable maximum wind speed before items need to be removed from
displays (but depends on exact venue)
Double the flight time for comets/mines/gerbs fired from structures to present “worst case”
“Normal” effect spread for mines/gerbs
“Typical” burn duration for mines/gerbs
Make all display options as #1 – for simplicity

For mines and gerbs there is so much variation within the available product range that we suggest
you change the following parameters to model YOUR products and use these as defaults for similar
products in the range.




Burst height
Special effect
Effect spread
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In general we model the “most likely” and “worst case” situations. However for more complex
events we will model all possible orientations of the fireworks at a variety of windspeeds and angles
to produce a suitable objective contingency table for the event. We find that the relative wind angle
can normally be done in 15° increments to give meaningful but not too complex results. Once the
plots are produced than they can be superimposed on a scaled site plan in order to make objective
decisions about what parts of the display may have to be curtailed or removed completely under a
variety of conditions.
Given that the meteorological conditions at outdoor events cannot be predicted with any certainty
at the design phase of the display – this allows the display designer to either




Design the show optimistically – ie with the greatest number of effects and firing angles –
but accepting that under certain meteorological conditions items will have to be removed
from the display (given that changing firing angles is rarely possible)
Design the show pessimistically – maximising the number of meteorological conditions when
the “Plan A” show can be fired

Troubleshooting
Symptom

Advice

Unlicensed Version appears

Ensure a valid licence.xls and the ShellCalc© Pro file are in the same
folder/directory
Ensure a valid licence.xls and the ShellCalc© Pro file are in the same
folder/directory
This is function of Excel automatically scaling the graphs. We have
removed the scaled plots (that were present in V5.23) because of the
larger range of products available to model. It is relatively easy to scale
the plots once imported into PowerPoint by stretching the plot by
“grabbing” the sides and click-dragging
As a comet burns the mass and aerodynamics changes considerably – we
believe the plots are representative of what really happens – as shown
by time delay photos
There are a very few situations where unusual plots result from a
particular set of input conditions. If you encounter such anomalies
please let us know (a screenshot showing the parameters used would be
very helpful)
There is no simple way to change this without pragmatically altering the
axes – which we don’t so in order to maximise compatibility
We are aware this sometimes happens and we believe this is due to
different colour spaces used by the two programs (Excel and
PowerPoint). It is possible to change the colours of any line once
imported into PowerPoint (provided the plot is not brought in as a
picture)

I can only model a single effect
The bursts are not round

The comet trajectory has a
“kink” at the end
The trajectory is an
unexpectedly complex shape

The plots always show metric
axes
The colours of fallout ovals
change on insertion into
PowerPoint
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Glossary
The following terms are used in this document and the ShellCalc© program. They differ from
“official” definitions where necessary for clarity.
Term

Definition

AMSL

Above Mean Sea Level (this makes a minor difference on trajectory
plotting)
A wind scale used extensively by mariners. It is particularly useful as
there are established descriptive effects on land or water (see overleaf)
In essence a mini shell fired from a Roman candle or mine
A self-consuming Roman Candle star
Fountain or Jet – produces sparks over a duration of typically 0.5 to 30
seconds
Lightweight debris (eg sparks and Kamuro effects) which are unlikely to
cause serious injury (but may be a nuisance)
Usually a single simultaneous ejection of multiple units from a single
tube
Most mortars (and other launch tubes) are not a very tight fit – so
projectiles are rarely ejected absolutely in the direction of the mortar (by
a few degrees)
Shell case fragments and subcomponents of a size up to c. 20mm
diameter. Such fragments are unlikely to cause fatalities but could cause
major injuries to, for instance, eyes
In ShellCalc the position x=0, y=0, z=0. Note that for maximum
downrange distances the value may be longer than shown on the plots
as it maybe, in effect a diagonal measurement in the x/y plane
Usually multiple timed sequential ejections of various payloads (comets,
bombettes noise units or stars) from a single tube. A “shot tube” is a
single shot Roman Candle (and maybe in some circumstances better
described as a mine)
Device designed to propel a solid payload with time fuse and internal
bursting charge into the air – usually designed to burst at the apex of its
flight. They maybe cylindrical or spherical (or other composite shapes) in
form. ShellCalc© was designed to model spherical shells although it can
also be used to model other types. Work is ongoing to determine where
the performance characteristics may differ.
The effect of a rotating shell moving through the air
Allows modelling to reflect changes in wind gradient on open sites and
built up areas. The effect on trajectory modelling is minor

Beaufort scale
Bombette
Comet
Gerb
Long Burn fallout
Mine
Mortar barrelling

Normal fallout

Origin

Roman Candle

Shell

Shell tumbling
Terrain Category
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2
3
4
5.5
7
9
11.5

Large wavelets. Perhaps scattered white horses

Small waves. Fairly frequent white horses.

Moderate waves, many white horses. Crested wavelets on inland
waters

Large waves begin to form; white foam crests, probably spray

Sea heaps up and white foam blown in streaks along the direction of
the wind

Moderately high waves, crests begin to break into spindrift

High waves. Dense foam along the direction of the wind. Crests of
waves begin to roll over. Spray may affect visibility

Very high waves with long overhanging crests. The surface of the sea
takes a white appearance. The tumbling of the sea becomes heavy
and shock like. Visibility affected

Exceptionally high waves. The sea is completely covered with long
white patches of foam lying in the direction of the wind. Visibility
affected

Gentle
Breeze

Moderate
Breeze

Fresh
Breeze

Strong
Breeze

Near Gale

Gale

Strong
Gale

Storm

Violent
Storm

Hurricane

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

The air is filled with foam and spray. Sea completely white with driving
spray. Visibility very seriously affected.

1

Small wavelets. Crests do not break

Light
Breeze

2

14 or over

0.4

0.1

0

Ripples but without foam crests

Light Air

0

1

Sea like a mirror

Calm

Effect on Sea

0

Beaufort Name

Average height of
waves - open sea
(m)

47-54

Branches break off trees, tiles blown
from roofs

Severe and extensive damage

Widespread damage to trees and
buildings

>=75

64-74

55-63

39-46

Twigs break off trees. Wind generally
impedes progress

Some trees blown down, damage to
buildings

32-38

13-18

Small branches move, flags flap,
raisesdust and loose paper

Whole trees sway. Inconvenient to walk
against the wind

8-11

Leaves and twigs in constant motion,
small flags extended

25-31

4-7

Tree leaves rustle, flags wave slightly,
wind felt on face

Large branches sway, flags beat and
pop. Telephone wires "whistle".
Umbrellas used with difficulty

1-3

Tree leaves don't move, smoke drifts
slowly

19-24

<1

Small trees sway, flags flap and ripple.

miles/h

Effect on Land
Tree leaves don't move, smoke rises
vertically

>= 64

56-63

48-55

41-47

34-40

28-33

22-27

17-21

11-16

7-10

4-6

1-3

<1

knots

89-102

75-88

62-74

50-61

39-49

29-38

20-28

12-19

6-11

1-5

<1

km/h

>= 32.7

>= 118

28.5-32.6 103-117

24.5-28.4

20.8-24.4

17.2-20.7

13.9-17.1

10.8-13.8

8.0-10.7

5.5-7.9

3.4-5.4

1.6-3.3

0.3-1.5

0-0.2

m/s

Average windspeed

Windspeed conversion chart
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Future Developments
The following developments are planned:




Add CEN Cat4 Standard parameters (eg standard burst height) by CEN Code
Aqua Shell trajectories - from Standard data
Noise modelling for CEN Standards using x@y format - to plot, eg, 120dB distance
Extending range of indoor effects by performance (eg 20sec x 5m gerb)

We would welcome suggestions for other improvements or changes.

Further Information
The following are papers published in the Journal of Pyrotechnics on the development and use of
ShellCalc©.
Paper

URL

A Prediction of Aerial Shell and Comet Trajectories
Using SHELLCALC©
What is a “Safety Distance” for a Shell?
ShellCalc© V4.12
ShellCalc© Version 5
ShellCalc© – 10 years on. A review of progress and
application
ShellCalc© version 5.23

http://www.jpyro.com/wp/?p=23
http://www.jpyro.com/wp/?p=1164
http://www.jpyro.com/wp/?p=1193
http://www.jpyro.com/wp/?p=1443
http://www.jpyro.com/wp/?p=1545
http://www.jpyro.com/wp/?p=1585

Further information is also available from
CarnDu Ltd
8 Aragon Place
Kimbolton
Huntingdon
Cambs UK PE28 0JD
E: tom@carndu.com W: http://www.carndu.com
The ShellCalc© website and Facebook pages are at
http://www.shellcalc.co.uk and https://www.facebook.com/shellcalc
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